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Abstract: Triggered by the consistent global demand for more
sustainability accounting information to engage the
phenomenal trend of corporate externalities in contemporary
time, this study examined the impact of sustainability
accounting disclosure on market value added of quoted oil and
gas companies in Nigeria. Cross-sectional and ex-post facto
research designs were employed for the study. The population of
the study was nine quoted companies on 2016/2017 fact book of
the Nigerian Stock Exchange (NSE). The study sample was
purposively selected to include only those companies that
operated both on upstream and downstream sectors of the
industry. Secondary data were obtained from the annual
corporate reports of the concerned companies and Nigerian
Stock Exchange from 2009 to 2018 by content analysis. Data
analysis was with aid of E-view software version 7. It involved
Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) bound test, descriptive
statistic, model estimations and diagnostic analysis that
adopted Augmented Dicky-Fuller Unit root test, error correction
model and co-integration as well as multiple regressions. The
findings of the study are: that environmental compliance,
employee training and community development expenditures
had positive and significant impact on market value added of
the companies. Predicated on these findings, it was concluded
that sustainability accounting information has significant effect
on financial value creation of quoted oil and gas in Nigeria. In
view of the findings and conclusions, it was recommended that
the management of the oil and gas companies in Nigeria should
pay adequate attention to the practice of sustainability
accounting information because it is obvious that investments in
sustainability performance which are communicated in
sustainability accounting information report do not only
increase expenditures but results in financial value creation.
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INTRODUCTIONIn the past decades, financial management was primarily defined with the objective ofmaximizing shareholders wealth as in stockholder theory by Milton Friedman. This trendwas adjusted with the paradigm shift in the interest of stakeholder value as was postulatedby Edward Richard Freeman in 1963. This accounts for why the quoted oil and gascompanies in Nigeria are resilient in financial value creation pursuit in spite of the dynamicbusiness environment and peculiar risks that characterizes its business operations. Marvin,Natarajin and Robert (2017) affirmed that value is created for customer when satisfactionis derived from quality product or service; value is created for employee when employmentwelfare and remuneration are motivating but financial value is created for shareholder bythe increase in shareholders wealth represented by a rise in corporate profit or stock price.In contemporary business activities, value is seen as basically being generated fromintangible drivers, such as innovation, ideas, people, computer software et cetera. However,the shareholder aspect of value creation gives an insight into financial value creation whichis the focus of this study.  Largania, Kavianib and Abdollahpour (2012) recognized thatfinancial value creation is virtually guaranteed when a company’s return on capitalemployed exceeds its cost of capital. Conversely, when return on capital employed fallsshort of the cost of capital, financial value is destroyed. Financial value creation hasoccupied a pivotal spot on the global business interest, industry competitive position andfirm performance scorecard as well as investment decision making basis.In the light of these, most management team of the oil and gas companies adoptstrategic alternatives and harness all corporate resources to achieve commendablefinancial value for stakeholders’ interest. Although in pursuance of the predeterminedbusiness objectives, negative externalities are left on the environment and society.  Suchnegative externalities include: environmental issues as degradation and pollution, socialmatters as hazardous exposures and life threatening risks, human right and employeeswelfare concerns as well as other related challenges. United Nations Children’s Fund(2015) pointed that the environmental impact of oil and gas activity ranges from climatechange to macro level oil spills to smaller-scale impacts associated with operation-levelpollution and waste. In same manner, Ugochukwu and Ertel (2008) specifically disclosedthat oil prospecting and exploration impact negatively on biodiversity and it affect evenflora and fauna.  Federal Environmental Protection Agency (2003) added that petroleumactivities are the major sources of environmental hazardous pollutants in Nigeria.Incidentally, the hazardous phenomenon to the environment and society is not limited oiland gas sector; it flows from other sectors, such as mining, extractive, agricultural,manufacturing, chemical and pharmaceutical, et cetera.The magnitude of the pollution is also not limited to Nigeria but global in nature.The gravity of the global environmental issues had compelled need for internationalconferences, National forums and industrial commitments. Such as United Nations GeneralAssembly Commission on Environment and Development that instituted the Brundtlandreport which produced the guidelines on sustainable development and sustainability;Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) which issued aguideline for Multinational Enterprises on environment, European Union in partnershipwith United Nation had a convention on climate change and global warming, et cetera.These were accompanied by regulatory framework to control the trend of environmental
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depletion and it associated effects. Some enactments and regulatory guidelines wereinstituted to mitigate the excesses of the participating companies in oil and gas industryand enforce best practices among international standards to sustain natural existence inthe face of corporate industrial activities. Neatly juxtaposed with the regulatory andinstitutional framework were intensified sensitization for environmental remediation,protection and conservation through responsible behaviour and sustainable performanceto the corporate environment. The oil and gas companies are to justify their legitimateprofile through sustainability performance to the polluted environment andcommunication through sustainability accounting information to stakeholders. In this eraof information driven economies, Asuquo, Dada and Onyeogaziru (2018) affirmed that theincreased yearnings of investors and other stakeholders for sustainability accountinginformation disclosure requirements are more voluntary than mandatory and lacksglobally accepted standards for reporting. These setbacks negatively influence thecomparability quality in accounting information and allowed more gap in informationasymmetry by the behavior of creative accounting reports in full disclosure, partialdisclosure and failure to disclose (Monoz, Zhao & Yang, 2017). Hence, the need for thestudy.
Aim, Objectives and Hypotheses of the studyThe study examined the effect of sustainability accounting information on the financialvalue creation of quoted oil and gas companies in Nigeria. Specifically, the followingobjectives guided the study. It was to:1. identify the impact of Environmental Compliance Cost on Market Value Added,2. examine the impact of Community Development Cost on Market Value Added and3. assess the impact of Employee Training Cost on Market Value Added.The following hypotheses were tested:H01.  Environmental Compliance Cost has no significant impact on Market Value Added.H02.  Community Development Cost has no significant impact on Market Value Added.H03.  Employee Training Cost has no significant impact on Market Value Added.
LITERATURE REVIEW

STAKEHOLDER THEORY: Stakeholders were portrayed as those groups without whosesupport the organization would cease to exist. Fontaine, Haarman and Schmid (2006) positthat stakeholder theory suggests that the purpose of a business is to create as much valueas possible for stakeholders. In order to succeed and be sustainable overtime, businessexecutives must keep the interest of customers, suppliers, employees, communities andshareholders aligned to go in the same direction. Harrison, Freeman and Sa de Abreu(2015) explained that the theory is practical because it spurs all firms to managestakeholders. It is efficient because stakeholders that are treated well tend to reciprocatewith positive attitudes and behaviors towards the organization, such as sharing valuable
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information, buying more products or services, providing tax breaks or other incentives ,providing better financial terms , buying more stock , or working hard and remaining loyalto the organization, even during difficult times. Similarly, Ackermann and Eden (2010)aptly put that the stakeholder theory refutes the concept of stockholder by recognizing thevast group of interest in the company and requiring the business executives to managethese interests, relationships and trade-offs in aligned direction to create as much value aspossible for stakeholders and manage the distribution of the value.
LEGITIMACY THEORY: Legitimacy theory is derived from the concept of organizationallegitimacy which has been defined by Dowling and Pfeffer (1975) as a quality ofcongruence between an organization’s action and social values. Tang (2017) observes thatlegitimacy theory is not only from organizational legitimacy but an idea institutional theoryand social contract. Burlea and Popa (2013) identified legitimacy theory as a mechanismthat supports organization in developing and implementing voluntary social andenvironmental disclosures in order to fulfill their social contract that enables therecognition of their objectives and survival in turbulent environment. The critical pointwhich this theory portrays is that several organizations continually seek to ensure thatthey operate within the bounds and norms of their respective society for possible survival.The Portrayed legitimacy entails the congruency which an organization seeks to establishbetween social values that associate with their business operation and the norms oracceptable behavioural practices in the larger social system of their location. Bhattacharyyaand Agbola (2018) summarily put that corporate legitimacy therefore, focuses on ensuringthat the roles of firms are appropriate and meet the needs of society. Given the growingcalls from investors and policy makers for voluntary social and environmental disclosuresof firm activities to improve confidence in the operation of their businesses, a suitablejustification of legitimacy underlie business sustainability performance communicated tostakeholders through accounting information. Although, it was argued by Behram (2015)that corporations often perform what they regard as necessary in order to maintain theirimage in legitimate business because of social and political pressures.  Therefore, thesetheories was selected to anchor the study because the quoted oil and gas companies whoseoperation leave behind externalities of diverse environmental and social concerns  areguided by regulatory framework and aimed to meet stakeholders’ expectations.
CONCEPTUAL AND EMPIRICAL REVIEWS

Sustainability Accounting: Sustainability Accounting Standard Board (2013) definedsustainability accounting as consists in defining metrics or indicators both qualitative andquantitative that express a fair representation or “account for” company performance onmaterial sustainability topics, and ensure that reasonable investors have access to the"total mix" of information in their decision making process. A cursory look at the Board’sdefinition of sustainability accounting would identify basic items as indicators of bothqualitative and quantitative, fair presentation of material sustainability information toinvestors for decision making. Sustainability accounting information consists in thefinancial facts and figures from the financial statements of corporate report. Over the years,the trend of sustainability performance has evolved through reporting structure in variousalternative frameworks, overtime as: Corporate Annual Report, Corporate Social
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responsibility, Triple Bottom Line Reporting, Global Reporting Initiative,
International Integrated Reporting Framework, Sustainability Accounting Standards
Board which all focused at Economic, Environmental, Social, and Governance etc.
Financial Value Creation: The financial value creation constitutes the primary point ofinterest in the study. This direction of thinking is predicated on the concept that valuecreation is the increase in shareholders wealth represented by a rise in corporate profit orstock price (Wiley, 2017). Financial value created is suitably assessed through certainconventional metrics, such include: the economic value added (EVA), market value added(MVA), Cash Value Added (CVA), Shareholder Value Added(SVA) total shareholders return(TSR), cash-flow return on investment (CFROI), return on capital employed (ROCE) etc. Inpractice, companies choose the indicators that show the most interest for the company'sneeds. However, in this study, the market value added is employed.
Market Value Added (MVA): Shareholder wealth is maximized by maximizing thedifference between the market value of firm’s stock and the amount of equity capital thatwas supplied by shareholders which mean market value added. According to Achmad, Luqiand Moch (2017), the essence of market value added is to indicate the size of thecompany’s performance from the beginning of the firm’s establishment based on the stockvalue. Therefore, Market Value Added (MVA) is seen as the excess of market value of capitalover the book value of capital. The formula is: MVA = Market value of Company – Bookvalue of Capital employed. Where: MVA = Market Value Added, MV = Market Value ofCompany, CE = Capital Employed.
Empirical ReviewKoaje, Abubakar, Ibrahim and Adeiza (2019) assessed sustainability reporting in relation tofinancial performance of oil marketing firms in Nigeria. Longitudinal study design wasemployed for the study. Secondary data were obtained from annual reports of thecompanies for 2003-2013. Multi-Binary Logistic Regression Model was used to testhypotheses. The finding showed that total assets as well as total turnover have positive andsignificant relationship with sustainability information disclosure of oil marketingcompanies in Nigeria. It was recommended that Nigerian Stock Exchange (NSC) shouldmake it compulsory for the companies to set aside part of their profit for sustainabilityissues. Wasara and Ganda (2019) evaluated the relationship between corporatesustainability disclosures and financial performance of listed mining companies inJohannesburg, South Africa. Secondary data were obtained from annual report of thecompanies for 2010-2014. The researchers employed content analysis approach and testedthe formulated hypotheses by multiple regression techniques. The findings indicated anegative relationship between environmental disclosure and return on investment of thelisted mining companies. Conversely, the results showed positive relationship betweensocial disclosures and return on investment of the companies. It was recommended thatcorporate social disclosure should be encouraged since it projects the companies as sociallyresponsible and generates financial returns.Chairina and Hardi (2019) assessed the effect of sustainability reporting disclosureson companies’ financial performance in Indonesia. The study employed secondary data
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obtained from the annual corporate report of the companies listed on Indonesia StockExchange. The data were for the period 2016-2017 under the Global Reporting Initiativedisclosure framework. The content analysis and Multiple Linear Regression were used forthe data analyses. The results showed that economic dimension disclosure in sustainabilityhas effect on financial performance, but environmental and social dimensions had no effecton financial performance measure with Return on Assets. It was recommended that theeffect in short run is hardly positive, so long run effect should focused at in studies.Jalila and Komathy (2019) studied the relationship between sustainability reportingand firm financial performance in Malaysia.  Secondary data were obtained from the annualcorporate report of the companies. The content analysis approach was employed andregression techniques were adopted for the test of the formulated hypotheses. The resultsshowed that sustainability reporting has positive relationship with financial performancemeasured with return on assets and earnings per share among firms in Malaysia. Hence,recommendation was on the difference in the firm financial performance to sustainsustainability reporting in Malaysia.De Silva (2019) assessed sustainability reporting and its impact on financialperformance of Sri Lankan financial sector. The researcher focused at the organizationeconomic, environmental and social performance reporting in relation to financialperformance. The researcher employed content analysis of listed banking firms’ annualreport to obtain sustainability data. The data were analyzed with the aid of statisticpackage for social science. The findings showed that a number of sustainability disclosureshave no effect on the financial performance of companies in Sri Lankan. It was concludedthat due to the impact of sustainability disclosure, some banks pay poor attention atsustainability accountability disclosure.  Hence, it was recommended that moresustainability disclosures be practiced among the banks in Sri Lankan.Yossi (2018) studied the mediating effect of sustainability disclosures on financialperformance and firm value in Indonesia. The study obtained data from listed companies inIndonesia for the period 2013-2015. The Jarkata Islamic index was adopted to assesssustainability disclosure and path analysis was employed to test formulated hypotheses.The findings indicate that higher sustainability disclosure increase firm value significantly.Hence, management of firms were encouraged to publish more sustainability disclosures inthe corporate annual reports.Asuquo, Dada and Onyeogaziri (2018) assessed the effect of Sustainability Reportingon Corporate Performance of selected quoted brewery firms in Nigeria. This studyemployed the ex-post facto design and data were obtained for a five-year period 2012-2016 from the Nigerian brewery industry. The data were analyzed with regression model.The findings indicate that economic performance disclosure has no significant effect onreturn on asset, environmental performance disclosure has no significant effect on returnon asset and social performance disclosure has no significant effect on return on asset.Whetman (2018) studied the impact of sustainability reporting on firms’profitability in some sectors of United States of America. Primary data were obtained froma cross-section of firms for 2015-2016. The data were analyzed with the aid of a regressionmodel. The findings suggest that by engaging in sustainability reporting, firms with lowerinstitutional ownership show significant improvements in financial performance in thesubsequent year after reporting. Also, it was found that engaging in sustainability reportingfor these firms would be quite beneficial in realizing increases in profitability and increased
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shareholder value.Nnamani, Onyekwelu, and Ugwu (2017) assessed sustainability accounting andreporting on financial performance of firms in Nigerian Breweries industry. Firms used forthe study were limited to the Nigerian brewery industry. Data were sourced from thefinancial statements of three sampled firms and analyzed using the ordinary linearregression. The results revealed that sustainability accounting has positive and significanteffect on financial performance of firms studied. Following the findings, the studyrecommends that firms in Nigeria should invest reasonable amount of their earnings onsustainability activities while specific accounting templates be articulated by professionalaccounting regulating bodies to guide firms’ report on sustainability activities.Loh, Thomas and Wang (2017), assessed sustainability reporting and firm value oflisted companies in Singapore. Secondary data were obtained from the listed companiesbased on Global Reporting Initiative and focused on economic, environmental, social andgovernance dimensions. The researchers employed sustainability reporting assessmentframework and test how both the adoption and quality of sustainability reporting arerelated to firms market value. The results suggest that sustainability reporting is positivelyrelated to firms’ market value.
METHODOLOGYThe study employed ex post facto design for a population of  Nine(9) listed oil and gascompanies on Nigerian Stock Exchange as at 2016/2017 records of the Fact book. Somequoted oil and gas companies were purposively selected to include only those operating onboth upstream and downstream sector for a period of ten years resulted in forty (40) studyobservations. The data for the study were entirely secondary in nature because its designsuggested content analysis on historical economic events and business transactions whichwere reported as sustainability accounting information to justify compliance withsustainability performance. Such were obtained from the annual corporate reports of thelisted oil and gas companies in Nigeria for 2009 – 2018. Complementary data were capturefrom the periodic reports of the Nigerian Stock Exchange on the concerned corporateentities.
Model SpecificationThe models on the variables are expressed as followed: For Market Value Added, thefunctional equation is specified below:MVC = f (ECC, CDC, ETDC)…… (equ.1)Where: MVC = Market Value Added, ECC = Environmental Compliance Cost CDC =Community Development Cost, ETC = Employee Training Cost.For equ.1 is restated in econometric equation as followed:MVAit = β0 + β1ECCit + β2CDCit + β3ETCit + et…(equ.2)Where: MVAit = Market Value Added, Β0 = constant, Β1-3 = coefficient of the independent,variables, et = Error term
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Presentation of ResultsThe data analysis processes commenced with descriptive statistics as to indicate thestructure of the data by its Jacque-Bera probability value and explain the need for unit roottest. As a decision rule: The Jacque-Bera probability value which is higher than 0.05 showsthat the variable is normally distributed (ie.ETC, ECC and CDC), otherwise it is not normallydistributed (ie.MVA on tables 4.1.)
Table 1:  Market value added (MVA),  ETC , ECC and CDC.MVA ETC ECC CDCMean 82368455 39563982 21185026 1.49E+08Median 1.41E+08 40994272 17540165 1.33E+08Maximum 2.19E+08 88364663 47572520 3.74E+08Minimum -3.37E+08 6028466. 1621020. 20592125Std. Dev. 1.66E+08 28189496 13864735 1.24E+08Skewness -1.771123 0.211005 0.669787 0.464088Kurtosis 5.213127 1.988450 2.517617 1.932965Jarque-Bera 7.268933 0.500552 0.844647 0.833364Probability 0.026398 0.778586 0.655522 0.659230Sum 8.24E+08 3.96E+08 2.12E+08 1.49E+09Sum Sq. Dev. 2.47E+17 7.15E+15 1.73E+15 1.38E+17Observations 10 10 10 10The unit root tests are to establish the stationarity of the series for the variables.
Table 2: Unit Root test of MVA and ETC, ECC, CDC.Coefficient CommentsCDCt: prob=0.6703CDCt-1: prob= 0.0082 I(1)1(0)ECCt: prob= 0.8980ECCt-1: prob = 0.0173 I(1)1(0)ETCt: prob= 0.3061ETCt-2: prob= 0.0072 I(1)1(0)MVAt: prob= 0.1285MVAt-1: prob= 0.0017 I(1)1(0)
The unit root test established the stationarity of the variables used. Tables 2 showed thatall variables, except ETC, are stationary at first difference while ETC is stationary at seconddifference. This necessitated the conduct of bounds tests for co-integration (Autoregressive
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Distributed Lag) in other to determine if there is a long term relationship among thevariables used in the models.
Table 3: Co-integration test for MVA and ETC, ECC, CDC.F-Bounds Test Null Hypothesis: No levels relationshipTest Statistic Value Signif. I(0) I(1)Asymptotic:n=1000F-statistic 50.43012 10% 2.72 3.77K 3 5% 3.23 4.352.5% 3.69 4.891% 4.29 5.61
Source: EviewsThe co-integration analysis showed that there is long term relationships in the model. Using the F-statistics, it is clear that the F-statistics value of 50.43012 is greater than the 5% I(0) and I(1)values. The evidences from the above table showed that there is long term relationship in themodel. This necessitated the conduct of Error Correction test of the co-integration tests.
Error Correction Model (ECM)

Table 4: Error correction test for MVA and ETC, ECC, CDC.ARDL Error Correction RegressionDependent Variable: D(MVA)Selected Model: ARDL(1, 1, 0, 1)Case 3: Unrestricted Constant and No TrendDate: 12/17/19   Time: 15:33Sample: 2009 2018Included observations: 9 ECM RegressionCase 3: Unrestricted Constant and No TrendVariable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.C 1.30E+09 58466471 0.000000 0.0000D(CDC) 2.407916 0.078442 -30.69667 0.0011D(ECC) 3.318312 0.782750 34.13841 0.0000D(ETC) 8.318345 0.375750 -22.13800 0.0020CointEq(-1)* -3.304660 0.147157 -22.45665 0.0020R-squared 0.996030 Mean dependent var -9468479.Adjusted R-squared 0.993648 S.D. dependent var 2.14E+08S.E. of regression 17078580 Akaike info criterion 36.44565Sum squared resid 1.46E+15 Schwarz criterion 36.53331Log likelihood -160.0054 Hannan-Quinn criter. 36.25649F-statistic 418.1767 Durbin-Watson stat 2.603221Prob(F-statistic) 0.000002* p-value incompatible with t-Bounds distribution.
Source: Eviews
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The ECM results show that the long-term relationships of the variables were adjusted inthe short run. The speed of adjustment {CointEq(-1)*} is 330%. The multiple coefficient ofdetermination is 99%. The f-stat shows that overall, the model is statistically significant.
HYPOTHETICAL TEST

Table 4: Hypothetical Test Result for H01, H02 and H03ARDL Error Correction RegressionDependent Variable: D(MVA)Selected Model: ARDL(1, 1, 0, 1)Case 3: Unrestricted Constant and No TrendDate: 12/17/19   Time: 15:33Sample: 2009 2018Included observations: 9 ECM RegressionCase 3: Unrestricted Constant and No TrendVariable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.C 1.30E+09 58466471 0.000000 0.0000D(CDC) 2.407916 0.078442 -30.69667 0.0011D(ECC) 3.318312 0.782750 34.13841 0.0000D(ETC) 8.318345 0.375750 -22.13800 0.0020CointEq(-1)* -3.304660 0.147157 -22.45665 0.0020R-squared 0.996030 Mean dependent var -9468479.Adjusted R-squared 0.993648 S.D. dependent var 2.14E+08S.E. of regression 17078580 Akaike info criterion 36.44565Sum squared resid 1.46E+15 Schwarz criterion 36.53331Log likelihood -160.0054 Hannan-Quinn criter. 36.25649F-statistic 418.1767 Durbin-Watson stat 2.603221Prob(F-statistic) 0.000002* p-value  distribution.
Source: Eviews

Decision Rule for null hypotheses test: Reject hypothesis if P-value is less 5%.

H01: Environmental Compliance Cost has no significant effect on Market Value Added
of quoted oil and gas companies in Nigeria.From Table 4, the first null hypothesis showed that P-Value = 0.0000 which is less than theconventional level 0.05. Therefore we reject null hypothesis and sustain alternatehypothesis that Environmental Compliance Cost has significant effect on Market valueadded of oil and gas companies in Nigeria. The result further indicated there is positive andsignificant relationship between ECC and MVA over the period.
H02: Employee Training Cost has no significant effect on Market Value Added of
quoted oil and gas companies in Nigeria.

The second hypothesis indicated p-value as (0.0020) which is less than the conventionallevel 0.05. It showed evidence to reject the null hypothesis and retain the alternate
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hypothesis that Employee Training Cost has significant effect on Market Value Added ofquoted oil and gas companies in Nigeria. The result also demonstrated that ETC has apositive and significant relationship with MVA. As ETC increases by a unit, MVA increasesby 8.3units and vice versa.
H03: Community Development Cost has no significant effect on Market Value Added
of quoted oil and gas companies in Nigeria.The last hypothetical result showed that p-value (0.0011) is less than 0.05. Such indicated asignificant statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis and sustain the alternatehypothesis that Community Development Cost has significant effect on Market value addedof quoted oil and gas companies in Nigeria. The result also reveals that there is a positiverelationship between CDC and MVA.
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGSThe findings of the first hypothetical test showed that Environmental Compliance Cost haspositive and significant impact on Market Value added of quoted oil and gas companies inNigeria. This viewpoint is in consonance with the finding of Koaje et al., (2019) whojustified that sustainability accounting disclosure related positively and significantly ontotal assets and total turnover of oil marketing firms in Nigeria. It is also in tandem with thefindings of Nnamani et al., (2017) who concluded that sustainability accounting hassignificant effect on financial performance of firms in Nigeria. Similarly, the secondhypothesis demonstrated that Employee Training Cost has positive and significant impacton Market Value Added of quoted oil and gas companies in Nigeria. This finding is not inconformity with the study of De Silva (2019) and Asuquo et al., (2018) who found thatsustainability accounting disclosure has no effect on financial performance of firms studied.The third hypothetical test indicated that Community Development Cost has effect onMarket Value added of quoted of oil and gas companies in Nigeria. The finding lentcredence to the standpoint of Wasara and Ganda (2019) who found that socialsustainability dimension disclosure has significant effect on financial performance whichwas measured with Return on Investment. It is also in agreement with the findings of Yossi(2018) and Loh et al., (2017) who found that sustainability accounting disclosure impact onpositively and significantly on financial performance. These scenarios clearly demonstratedthe impetus of the multiple coefficient of determination which held that 99% variation inthe market value added is explained by the aggregate change in environmental compliance,employee training and community development accounting information. Obviously, just1% of the changes in the criterion variable are explained by other factors among thestochastic errors term. The direction of findings justified the ideas of the legitimacy theorythat companies which operate with the framework of the norms, rules, regulation andvalues of the society justify their legitimacy and earn acceptance from the stakeholders toachieve positive business performance.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONFrom the foregoing, the researchers concluded that sustainability accounting disclosurehas significant effect on market value of quoted oil and gas in Nigeria. Although, the extentmay vary among reporting entities due to certain factors, such as: proliferated applicabledisclosure guidelines, disclosure guidelines recommended, actual sustainability practice
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and regulatory standard for sustainability accounting information which influenced thebehaviour of the reporting entities towards reporting inconsistently; by communicatingsustainability performance with either full disclosure, partial disclosure or none. Thescenario gave impetus to more subjective than objective sustainability accountinginformation to users’ who investment decisions depend on it. Therefore, it is recommendedthat the management of the oil and gas companies in Nigeria should pay adequate attentionat the practice of sustainability accounting information because it creates financial value.Also, the reporting entities should not limit sustainability accounting information by anycircumstances of reporting framework because it is an emerged financial value driver.
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